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RF POWER AMPLIFIER

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE (Temp @+25℃)
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Harmonics

Spurious

Output Power Linearity

f = 185.7MHz

*with FWD, Interlock avoided
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE (Temp @+25°C)
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**RF Stability 1sec Amplitude (V) vs Time (1s full scale, 25000point/40μs)**

- Amplitude (V) vs Time (msec.)
- **f = 185.7MHz**
- Std(Amp.)/Mean(Amp.) in % = 0.008 Should be < 0.1

**RF Stability 1sec Phase (deg.) vs Time (1s full scale, 25000point/40μs)**

- Phase (deg.) vs Time (msec.)
- **f = 185.7MHz**
- Std(Phase) in degree = 0.083 Should be < 0.1

**RF Stability @100h, +25°C**

- Output Power (kW) Amplitude (V) vs Time (h)
- **f = 185.7MHz**
- Forward Power, Environmental Temperature, System Rack Air Temperature, LCW INLET Temperature, LCW OUTLET Temperature
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